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Interpolated datasets

• The databank will be used to construct
global and regional datasets on regular
grids

• For many people gridded datasets will be the most
visible output of this initiative

• This breakout will consider the issues related to
the generation of high-quality gridded datasets
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NASA GISS Surface Temperature 
Analysis (GISTEMP)
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What are the issues?

• Choice of input data
• Quality assurance
• Characterization of uncertainty
• Another breakout will consider homogenization

• Choice of interpolation method
• Depends on input data and intended application
• Implementation requires further choices

• Description of interpolated data
• Ancillary fields (e.g. uncertainty estimates)
• Documentation and version control
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Draft recommendations … 1
• The choice of interpolation technique for a particular

application should be guided by a full characterization of
the input observations and the field to be analyzed. No
single technique can be universally applied. It is likely that
different techniques will work best for different variables,
and it is likely that these techniques will differ on different
time scales.

• Data transformations should be used where appropriate to
enhance interpolation skill. In many cases, the simple
transformation of the input data by calculating anomalies
from a common base period will produce improved
analyses. In many climate studies, it has been found that
separate interpolations of anomaly and absolute fields (for
both temperature and precipitation) work best.
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Draft recommendations … 2
• With all interpolation techniques, it is imperative to derive

uncertainties in the analyzed gridded fields, and it is
important to realize that these should additionally take into
account components from observation errors, homogeneity
adjustments, biases, and variations in spatial sampling.

• Where fields on different scales are required, interpolation
techniques should incorporate a hierarchy of analysis
fields, where the daily interpolated fields should average or
sum to monthly interpolated fields.
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Draft recommendations … 3
• Research to develop and implement improved interpolation

techniques, including full spatio-temporal treatments is
required to improve analyses. Developers of interpolated
datasets should collaborate with statisticians to ensure that
the best methods are used.

• The methods and data used to produce interpolated fields
should be fully documented and guidance on the suitability
of the dataset for particular applications provided.

• Interpolated fields and their associated uncertainties should
be validated.

• The development, comparison and assessment of multiple
estimates of environmental fields, using different input data
and construction techniques, are essential to understanding
and improving analyses.
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Summary of Draft Recommendations

• The best interpolation technique will depend on:
• the character of input observations and the field to be constructed
• the time and space scales of interest
• the intended application.

• Data transformations may improve interpolation skill.
• Uncertainties in the analyzed gridded fields must account for observation errors,

homogeneity adjustments, biases, and variations in spatial sampling.
• Where fields on different scales are required, interpolation techniques should

give consistent results.
• Research needed to develop and implement improved interpolation techniques,

including full spatio-temporal treatments.
• Full documentation needed describing methods and data along with guidance on

suitable applications.
• Interpolated fields and their associated uncertainties should be validated.
• Multiple analyses should be produced and compared.
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